Examining Changes in Sexual Functioning after Cognitive Processing Therapy in a Sample of Women Trauma Survivors.
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and sexual dysfunction commonly co-occur. Although sexual dysfunction is more prevalent among women and the negative impact of sexual dysfunction on quality of life is stronger in women compared with men, few studies examine the impact of evidence-based PTSD treatments on sexual functioning outcomes in women with PTSD. The current study examined the relationship between PTSD and sexual functioning among women trauma survivors to examine if sexual functioning improves after cognitive processing therapy (CPT). A total of 126 civilian and veteran women were randomly assigned to receive CPT delivered via either office-based videoconferencing or traditional office-based care. PTSD outcomes were examined from before treatment to after treatment and sexual functioning outcomes were examined from before treatment to the 3-month follow-up. Multigroup structural equation modeling was used to compare changes in sexual functioning and PTSD scores over time. We also compared how sexual functioning changed after treatment among women who identified a sexual trauma as their index trauma compared with those with nonsexual index traumas. Greater baseline PTSD symptoms predicted poorer sexual satisfaction at baseline. Sexual satisfaction, arousal, and desire improved after CPT; veteran status and index trauma type (i.e., sexual vs. nonsexual) did not attenuate this relationship. Women who had greater decreases in PTSD symptoms experienced greater improvements in sexual satisfaction, arousal, and desire. The current study provides preliminary support that CPT treatment may improve sexual functioning in women trauma survivors. Clinicians should assess sexual functioning to promote disclosure and develop a treatment plan.